Variant: 27 June 2014

UNIKE Workshop 3: Policy Travel
University of Ljubljana, 7 – 11 July 2014
Abbreviations:
ST: Scientific Training
AS: Aspects of Doctoral Education
ME: Management

CO: Complementary skills
FE: Fellows research plans
OT: Other

See also notes at the end of this document

Day 1: Monday, July 7
Location: The University of Ljubljana main building (downtown)
- Ivan Hribar Hall
09.00–09.15

09.15–10.45

Session 1.1

10.45-11.15
11.15-12.45

Session 1.2

12.45-14.00
14.00-15.30

Session 1.3

15.30-16.00
16.00-17.30

Session 1.4

18.00 – 20.00
20.00 –

Welcome and Introduction: Susan Wright & Pavel Zgaga
Welcome: UL Vice-Rector Maja Makovec Brenčič
Dean of UL Education Faculty Janez Krek
ST-1 Scientific training: Policy Travel – Conceptual grammar for
analysing policy movement
Speaker: Roger Dale (with input from 3 groups of fellows)
Chair: Benedike Custers
Note Taker: Catherine Butcher
Tea/coffee break
FE-1 PhD Fellows’ research plans: Where are we now?
Introductory FE session – Plenary
(+ Overview of the work in summer school)
Chair: Pavel Zgaga
Note Taker: Janja Komlijenovič
Lunch – Group photos
AS-1 Aspects of Doctoral Education: Partners own practice –
presentations of findings from a UNIKE questionnaire
Speaker: Corina Balaban
Chair: Sue Wright
Note Taker: Jie Gao
Tea/coffee break
CO-1 Mapping the grants landscape
Speakers: Astrid Cermak, Jana Bacevic, Chris Muellerleile
Chair: Katja Jonsas
Note Taker: Miguel Antonio Lim
A guided walk in the old city and to the Castle
Meeting point: in front of the City Hotel (at 18.00)
Dinner at the Castle

Day 2: Tuesday, July 8
Location: Faculty of Education, Room 026 (campus Bežigrad)
09.00–10.30

10.30-11.00
11.00-12.30

12.30-13.45
13.45-15.15

15.15-15.45
15.45-17.15

Session 2.1
D, E
Two rooms (30
minutes)!
Session 2.2
A, B, C
Three rooms!
Session 2.3
F, G
Two rooms!

Session 2.4
A, B, C
Three rooms!

19.30 –

ST-2 Policy Travel: the global (“Bologna going global”) and the
national aspect (Croatian grassroots activists contest policy travel).
Speakers: Pavel Zgaga & Karin Doolan
Chair: Que Anh Dang
Note Taker: Sina Westa
Tea/coffee break
CO-2A Mapping the grants landscape – feedback for fellows
Group A - Facilitator: Astrid Cermak
FE-2BC PhD Fellows’ research plans (Groups B and C )
Lunch in the Faculty canteen
AS-2 Aspects of Doctoral Education: Partners’ own practices – the
6 UNIKE universities (60 minutes in two groups: fellows and
supervisors (Chatham House Rules); the last 30 minutes – plenary)
Chair (plenary): Chris Muellerleile
Note Taker: Sintayehu Alemu
Tea/coffee break
CO-2B Mapping the grants landscape – feedback for fellows
Group B - Facilitator: Astrid Cermak
FE-2AC PhD Fellows’ research plans (Groups A and C)
Dinner in the city ...

Day 3: Wednesday, July 9
Location: Faculty of Education, Room 026 (campus Bežigrad)
09.00–10.30

10.30-10.45
10.45-12.15

12.15-13.15
13.15-15.15

15.15 – 23.00

20.00 – 22.00

Session 3.1

Session 3.2
A, B, C
Three rooms!
Session 3.3

Bus (waiting in
front of the
Faculty)

AS-3 Trends in modernising Doctoral Education: A panel discussion
with invited guests
Panellists: Katja Breskvar (University of Ljubljana), Karin Doolan
(University of Zadar, Croatia), Isabel Menezes (University of Porto),
Debbie Epstein (University of Roehampton).
Chair: Vanja Ivošević
Note Taker: Corina Balaban
Short tea/coffee break
CO-2C Mapping the grants landscape – feedback for fellows
Group C - Facilitator: Astrid Cermak
FE-2AB PhD Fellows’ research plans – Groups A and B
Lunch in the Faculty canteen
ST-3 Policy Travel: ‘Anthropology of policy’
Speakers: Sue Wright, Dorothy Smith, Cris Shore
Chair: Jana Bacevic
Note Taker: Tatyana Bajenova
OT-1 Excursion / Socratic walks - countryside
Opportunity for fellows to talk to mentors; team building, social
life, culture & nature, etc.
Dinner ... in the countryside

Day 4: Thursday, July 10
Location: Faculty of Education, Room 026 (campus Bežigrad)
09.00–10.30

Session 4.1
(Preferably
outside / or six
rooms)

10.30-11.00
11.00-12.30

Session 4.2

12.30-13.45
13.45-15.15

Session 4.3

15.15-15.45
15.45-17.15

Session 4.4

17.15-18.45

Session 4.5
UL main
building

19.30 –

ST-4 Analysing policy terms, texts and power relations – fellows
discuss issues raised at sessions 1.1, 2.1 and 3.3 with speakers
(Roger Dale, Pavel Zgaga, Karin Doolan, Sue Wright, Dorothy Smith,
Cris Shore) – self-selected groups; rotating every 30 min.
Tea/coffee break
CO-3 Mapping the grants landscape – Feedback by partners
Panellists: Rebecca Boden, Roger Dale, António Magalhães, Cris
Shore, Sue Wright, Pavel Zgaga.
Chair: Astrid Cermak
Note Taker: Benedike Custers
Lunch in the Faculty canteen
FE-4 PhD fellows' research. Reports from groups. Fellows reflect on
how they (can) use scientific training in their work.
Chair: António M. Magalhães
Note Taker: Katja Jonsas
Tea/coffee break
OT-2 Fellows meet with mentors
Socratic walks around the campus
CO4 Public lecture
Cris Shore: On Academic Entrepreneurship. – Discussion
Chair: Pavel Zgaga
Venue: The University of Ljubljana main building (Zbornična Hall)
Dinner in the city ...

Day 5: Friday, July 11
Location: The University of Ljubljana main building (downtown)
- Ivan Hribar room
09.00–10.15

Session 5.1

10.15-10.30
10.30-12.00

Session 5.2 A

Session 5.2 B
12.00-13.00
13.00-14.45

Session 5.3 A

Session 5.3 B
14.45-16.15
16.15–17.00

Session 5.4
A, B, C
Session 5.5

CO-5 Cultivating a web presence: a conversation about Twitter,
Google and other tools
Speaker: Chris Muellerleile
Chair: Catherine Butcher
Note Taker: Que Anh Dang
Short tea/coffee break
FE-5A Collective results coming fromUNIKE research. Activities
between partners and fellows; in fellows' work groups; in other ad
hoc UNIKE groupings; with other networks (inside and outside
your own insitution). – 60 min.
FE-5B Ideas for a collective piece on mobility. – 30 min.
Chair: Pavel Zgaga
Note Taker: Vanja Ivošević
Lunch
ME-1A Presentation/Discussion on Next Workshops
in Roehampton(September 2014) and Auckland (February 2015)
Chairs: Sue Wright with Rebecca Boden and Cris Shore
ME-1B EU project officer’s visit and mid-term review
Chair: Kathrin Gramsch
Note Taker: Sina Westa
ME-2 FP’s Management Board
- Fellows private session
meeting
- Post-docs private session
OT-3 Evaluations and wrap-up
Chairs: Sue Wright with Kathrin Gramsch

EXPLANATORY NOTES:
NOTE ON WORKING GROUPS:
We will form three groups (following the UNIKE work packages: A = Concepts and Theories, B =
Trends and developments, and C = Policies and practices). These three groups are formed to work in
session 1.1 but also later in sessions 2.2, 2.4 and 3.2 (see agenda above for details). Here, fellows will
deal in parallel with “FE” (with supervisors) and “CO” (with Astrid Cermak) topics. It means that one
group will work with Astrid in turn while the other two focus on “FE”. Participants in the “FE” groups
will get to know about each others’ research questions, framework, methodology, secondment /
fieldwork / visits, identify ‘stuck points’ and any opportunities for collaboration (think about
collective / collaborative activities in preparation for the later sessions). There will also be an option
for fellows to change from one group to another to learn what are they doing there (we will talk
about this option during our session 1.2).
However, at the sessions 2.1 and 2.3 the distribution into the groups is different: in the session 2.1
Fellows will be divided into two equal groups (D and F) while in the session 2.3 the group F will
consist of Fellows and the group G of Supervisors.
Session 1.1:
This is an introductory “ST” (Scientific Training) session. Fellows: three Working Group will be formed
for this session; each WG should read one introductory text to policy analysis prior to arrival to
Ljubljana along with the required text by Peck. The session will begin with Roger’s introduction, after
which every WG will be asked to reflect on how the text they have read relates to the concepts in the
article by Peck and presented in the session. Please discuss in your group and develop collective
answers to the questions:
1. In what ways does what Peck have to say apply to the authors of your designated chapter?
2. How do you think the authors of your designated chapter might respond to Peck?'
Session 1.2:
This is an introductory “FE” (Fellows research plans) session. We will learn how far fellows have
progressed in their work. Fellows will give brief resume – max. 5 minutes (please, prepare for this
task in advance). – In the second part, we intend to review the agenda for the entire week and solve
any unanswered or pending questions.
Session 1.3:
This is an introductory “AS” (Aspects of Doctoral Education) session. Corina will present findings from
a UNIKE survey. Followed by a discussion.
Session 1.4:
This is an introductory “CO” (Complementary skills) session. Astrid Cermak with Jana Bacevic and
Chris Muellerleile will help us to map the grants landscape.
Session 2.1:
The second “ST” session will deal with the global (“Bologna going global”) and the national aspects
(Croatian grassroots activists contest) of the policy travel. In the first 40 minutes Pavel and Karin will
presented the problems, then we will split into two groups (one with Pavel and one with Karin; 30
minutes), which will be an opportunity to discuss literature (to be read prior to arrival) and issues
raised during presentation; the last 20 minutes are devoted to reports from the groups and
synthesis.

Session 2.2:
Group A will work with Astrid ; groups B and C will discuss fellows research plans. – See instructions
above (1.4 – note).
Session 2.3:
The second session on “AS”: we will discuss our own practices among ourselves (the 6 UNIKE
universities in two groups: fellows (Chair: Corina Balaban) and supervisors (Chair: Susan Wright) –
Chatham House Rules – for 60 minutes); the last 30 minutes plenary (Chair: Chris Muellerleile).
Corina and Sue will prepare some questions for discussion.
Session 2.4:
See session 2.2.
Session 3.1:
The third session on “AS” will be organised in a form of a panel discussion with invited guests (partly
via skype). The basic objective of this session is to learn about and compare the practices of doctoral
education, including the question of how these practices can influence – or differ from – projects
such as UNIKE (for good or bad). – The following guests have already confirmed their participation:
Katja Breskvar (University of Ljubljana – head of the Doctoral School; member of the EUA Doctoral
Project); Karin Doolan (University of Zadar, Croatia), Isabel Menezes (Director of the Doctoral
Programme at the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences of the University of Porto), Debbie
Epstein (Professor of Cultural Studies in Education School of Education University of Roehampton
London).
Session 3.2:
See session 2.2.
Session 3.3:
This is the third “ST” session. With Sue, Dorothy and Cris Shore. A list of literature – to be read prior
to arrival.
Excursion: With bus into the ”unknown”. Opportunity for fellows to talk to mentors; team building,
social life, culture & nature, etc. Return late, but before midnight.
Session 4.1:
The fourth “ST” session – fellows will have an opportunity to discuss issues raised at sessions 1.1, 2.1
and 3.3 with speakers Roger Dale, Pavel Zgaga, Karin Doolan, Sue Wright, Dorothy Smith and Cris
Shore. Fellows will spread in self-selected groups (according their interests) rotating every 30 min
(everybody will have an opportunity to join three out of six speakers). These small groups can work
outside (or inside if it rains), but close to one another in order to make rotating feasible. – Rooms –
or shady places outside – will be recommended.
Session 4.2:
The third “CO” session: The idea of this session is to share experience of assessing grant applications,
with a focus on what the different funding agencies are looking for. – The central question is: What
are the different funding body/assessors (EU, national research councils, foundations, etc.) looking
for? Astrid Cermak will be chair/coordinator of this session as she knows all these systems and will
direct questions to different panellists.
Session 4.3:
The fourth “FE” session (plenary): we will listen to reports from groups; fellows will reflect on how
they (can) use scientific training (”ST”) in their work.

Session 4.4:
This session will offer an opportunity to fellows to meet and talk with mentors. This can be organised
as “Socratic walks” around the campus. – Given that the next meeting will be held in the city center,
the participants can also move there and discuss in a cafe or in a city park. . But make sure you get to
the session 4.5 on time!
Session 4.5:
Open lecture, by Cris Shore. The main University building, Zbornična Hall (the main hall). Invitation
will be send across the University and other colleagues will join.
Session 5.1:
The final “CO” session on Twitter, Google and other tools. With Chris Muellerleile.
Session 5.2:
The final “FE” session is divided into two parts (A and B). We will first (part A; maximum 60 minutes)
discuss future collective results coming fromUNIKE research, activities between partners and fellows
(in fellows' work groups; in other ad hoc UNIKE groupings; with other networks – inside and outside
your own insitution).
In the part B (minimum 30 minutes) we will search for ideas for a collective piece on mobility.
Fellows: please prepare in advance (some of you have already done) and bring any notes on your
experiences of taking up your positions and any mobility issues since – attending workshops, doing
placements etc.
Session 5.3:
The first “ME” (management) session is divided into two parts (A and B). In the first part (1.30 hrs.)
we will discuss on our next workshops in Roehampton and Auckland. In the second part (B; 15
minutes) Kathrin will give us explanation of the EU project officer’s visit and mid-term review at
Roehampton. Important!
Afternoon coffee (without a break) will be integrated into session 5.4!
Session 5.4:
Agenda for the second “ME” session will be provided later.
Session 5.5: The final plenary needs to bring together issues arising from the previous session plus
any management issues from Kathrin and Sue. – Evaluation – using the same small-group method as
before – facilitated by Jana

